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LEARNING - IT’S UP TO YOU 

 
We believe in a growth mindset and the development of smart learning habits. 

 

*Be brave : learning is hard 

 

*Fail well : learn from mistakes 

 

*Be honest : it’s your learning 

 

*Challenge yourself : enjoy the stretched zone 

 

* Sustain effort : aim to succeed and feel proud when you do 

 

*Reflect : make time to improve 

 

*Be positive : with yourself and others 

 

*Smile : learning can make you feel good! 

Review of SIP 2015/2016 
 

Priority: 1.  To develop the effectiveness of teaching and learning by developing curriculum skills 

*Twilight was completed in Autumn 2015 - all staff contributed to  the new skills curriculum using Quigley Skills and Milestones documents 

*Ongoing use of the skills document raised concerns with staff - new skills were too broad and teachers found setting clear learning intentions in non core subjects difficult, it was 

also difficult to plan with the children as the skills were ‘woolly’ 

*Planning walls are evident in all classes with children taking an active part and using the skills on the document as a starting point 

*Lesson observations showed split screen delivery in all sessions with skills being referred to throughout the session 

*SIP priority for 16/17 will be developing high order thinking skills alongside subject specific skills in non core subjects allowing clear learning intentions to be set 

 

Priority: 2. To continue to develop the assessment of progress in learning habits 

*All children use their learning diaries and teachers are becoming more proactive in writing comments in them although the most effective feedback is discussion based 

*Children interviewed confirmed that teachers discuss their diaries with them  

*Lesson observations and informal pupil interviews show children are able to discuss their progress in a given learning habit 

*A scrutiny of diaries from all year groups (except EYFS) demonstrates progression from Y1 to Y6 in terms of sophistication and quality of reflection 



 

 

*The use of the template for reflection needs further development in 16/17 

 

Priority: 3. To develop the effectiveness of teaching and learning in Science by introducing a new science scheme. 

*Staff are using the new scheme to support ideas for activities  

*A new science policy has been written to support this 

*Data demonstrates good levels of attainment and achievement where monitored - see data analysis 

*Boxes need review as equipment is an issue 

 

Priority: 4. To develop the effectiveness of learning and teaching in EYFS in order to raise standards of attainment. 

*DHT monitored planning and supported teaching in EYFS - particularly in letters and sounds and reading - ongoing informal input and linked to PM targets - EYFS staff now need 

to observe KS1 practise to give an idea of expected  progression 

*77% children (76% boys/ 79% girls) reached a good level of development (children who didn’t had specific reasons e.g EAL, social and emotional issues, SEN) but the criteria for 

a GLD changed so the results are irrelevant in respect of the original target 

*Changes in the DEC data system have impacted on how we monitor progress i.e there are no longer scale points  

 

 

 

Main priorities 2016/2017 SIP:  
 

Priority 1. To develop the use of the new skills curriculum (whole school) 

Staff discussions and a link visit highlighted the concerns regarding the new skills curriculum for non core subjects. Namely that the vagueness of the skills made it difficult to set 

clear learning intentions for these subjects. Also highlighted was the need for the use of high order thinking skills across all curriculum areas so revamped long and short term plans 

will support both subject specific and high order thinking skills. This will also link to a new lesson observation format which identifies clearly if learning has moved on in terms of 

skills and/or knowledge in non core subjects.  

 

 

 

 

Priority 2. To develop the outdoor environments 

Visits to other schools highlighted the outdoor provision which allowed children to take measured risks, be more safe aware, be more imaginative, responsible, resourceful and 

collaborate on challenges they set themselves. For e.g climbing trees, using items from play bins, independent gardening, digging, building etc. All backed by (health and safety). We 

want to extend the learning habits and thinking skills to outdoors where children can learn without adult supervision and be responsible for themselves and the decisions they make. 

This is a long term project as we are very aware that we will have to convince parents and train children! 

 

 

 

 

Priority 3 : To provide creative opportunities in the classrooms to develop language, high order thinking and curriculum skills which will  i) increase the % of children who achieve 

above expected progress in writing and ii) improve attainment for boys  

 



 

 

 

Key Actions Action Leader Time Scale and 

Resource 

Implications 

Outcomes for Children Evaluation/ Review 

To reflect on the existing long term plan 

and rewrite it to support clarity of 

learning intentions in non core subjects. 

 Summer term ready 

to use in Autumn 

term 

Children’s involvement in planning non core subjects 

has clear skills/ knowledge guidance. Children are 

aware of the difference between the two and can talk 

about skills development across a range of subjects with 

clarity. 

*LTP ready for use in Sep. All classes using it to 

support topic work and guiding children in 3 parts of 

learning i.e ASK. 
 

To produce a template for lesson 

observations which focuses on 

monitoring progression in 

skills/knowledge/learning habits. 

 Autumn term  Lesson observations will show that clear learning 

intentions enable children to develop the skills and 

knowledge stated in the planning and that learning 

progresses. 

*Nov - Observation checklist & new format in use - 

observations (non core) show some confusion in 

learning intentions - staff need to focus on 1 aspect of 

the ASK model in any one session 
*Feb repeat of non core observations shows distinct 

improvement in learning intentions 
*April - checklist refined to support feedback 

To restructure short term plans to 

support the development of clear 

learning intentions in non core subjects. 

 Summer term ready 

to use in Autumn 

term 

Planning scrutinies will show that teachers are using 

skills/ knowledge to guide activities which enable 

children to develop/use the stated skill/knowledge 

*Ready for use in Sep - now on Google Docs to allow 

joint reflections with HT/DHT.  
*Feb - ASK section made more explicit in non core 

subjects. 

INSET and twilight training in visual 

mapping. 
 September INSET 

and two twilights  
Children will be able to structure their thinking using 

the visual maps. Pupil interviews will demonstrate that 

pupils find the maps a useful tool and that their thinking 

skills are improving. 

Circle and bubble maps used from Sep. Dec. - ready for 

more! * 
*March - breadth of maps in use across school 
*Feb - thoughts developing alongside use of maps with 

Blooms … future thoughts! 
*May - range of visual  maps used consistently across 

school - obs. show children beginning to choose specific 

maps for a specific purpose 



 

 

 

To produce planning walls/areas with 

children. 
 Ongoing Children will take an active role in planning using the 

LTP as guidance: any questions they ask will be 

researched, knowledge will progress and findings will 

be displayed on the planning wall/areas for children to 

refer to. 

*Nov - All classes have planning walls.  Trialling 

enquiry based topic learning from Jan.  
*April - planning walls show ASK in all classes 

* To use a high order thinking skill in 

the split screen introduction and 

ensure children use these skills across 

a range of contexts. 

 Ongoing Pupil interviews and visual maps will show children are 

increasingly able to use/discuss skills in a variety of 

situations. 

*Nov. lesson ops. resulted in teachers beginning to use 

triangular representation for ASK introduction. All 

teachers observed had a HOT skill but clarity is still 

needed. 
*Feb - informal pupil interviews during lesson ops. - all 

children thought ASK supported their learning as it 

helped them ‘know what to do’ 

Indoor environments have become very table based due to the strong emphasis on the development of learning habits as creativity took a ‘back seat’. Role play areas, tuff spots, 

purposeful writing areas, thinking areas etc need to be reintroduced and refined. This will lead to increased use of thinking skills in non adult directed activities, increased 

opportunities for discussion and ‘awe and wonder’. These are valuable outcomes in their own right but they will then impact positively on children’s writing. 

 

 

 

Key Actions Action 

Leader 
Time Scale & 

Resource 

Implications 

Outcomes for Children Evaluation/ Review 

To research outdoor environments 

Visit Ballacottier, Ballasalla 

Visit Ballacottier, Ballasalla 

Summarise key points from Dirty Teaching (Robertson) and identify range 

of additional readings 

Willaston 

 

All - anything of particular interest to be displayed / shared 

 Autumn Term 
4 afternoons 

supply costs to 

cover release 

Children are encouraged to play by staff 

who understand the value of free play, 

measured risk taking and a richer outdoor 

environment 

*Sep Twilight with IOMCC - all staff - new 

play policy in place  
*All classes engaged in risk assessment/benefit 

from Oct. Play display in green hall - also 

photo. evidence. 
LOtC Course 2/3/17 



 

 

 

To understand thorough risk assessment for playground activities 
1) Identify appropriate forms 

2) Liaise with       @ children centre  

3) Liaise with   

4) Check caretaker  can be expected to monitor weekly & what changes 

should be noted  

5) Share / develop ideas in responsibility / risk in KS assemblies 

 Autumn Term 
2 afternoons 

supply costs to 

cover release 

Children are engaged in a dialogue about 

rights, risks and responsibilities  
Children are more self aware / reliant and 

able to identify hazards and take measures 

to control them 
Children have a shared language that 

encourages safe but adventurous play 

Supply caretakers - doing much of weekly 

monitoring 
Ongoing child based risk assessments - 

displayed in green hall 
called out two occasions - tree play and 

paperwork 
Phone calls and emails with  Nov16 
£4k agreed from budget for CC paperwork, 

name support, resources 
 site visit 2/3/17 
Discussion with / job spec to follow (3/3) 
Changes to policy and RAs from Feb17 - clearer 

roles and responsibilities required by  
April - risk assessments reviewed and signed  

To compile list that identifies, sources and costs appropriate equipment for 

out door play 
1) school visits 

2) quiz  

3) To provide equipment for outdoor play e.g play bins 

 Autumn Term 
£TBC 

Children have equipment with which to 

engage freely 
All spends on spreadsheet 
some equipment delivered Feb16 - slow intro 

vital 
den building resources to follow 3/3 

To share ideas with all staff, including dinner ancillaries 
1) training from Children’s Centre - twilight for all staff (20.9.16) 

2) consider mix of year groups on playgrounds 

3) display board/use It’s Learning page during research process 

4) slots at staff meetings to relay progress 

5) 15min lunchtime observation sessions where staff pair up and work 

with ancillaries 

 Ongoing - inc. 

twilight in 

September 
 

Children benefit from a consistent 

approach to outdoor play and a shared 

language concerning safety, opportunities 

to explore, make mistakes, take risks and 

stay safe 

Twilights Sep16 and Jan17 
Mixed year group play areas happened naturally 

by mid. Oct 
3) neither used - idea dropped as not serving 

purpose 
staff meeting and assembly discussions when 

necessary - as result of reflective practice 

highlighting prospective hazards 



 

 

 

To ensure money is ring fenced at start of year  
(not necessary until April 17 budget - once list developed) 
a) to remove fitness trail 

b) to landscape in place of fitness trail inc. possible removal of fencing 

c) to move sheds for loose item storage 

 Autumn 
term  
£10,000 for 

equipment 

work 
Sheds etc 

TBC 

Children have purposeful equipment to 

engage with 
trail removed 
harris fencing removed Jan 16 
Sheds moved Jan 16 
£4000 for contents of play bin and to move 

sheds allocated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key Actions Action Leader Time Scale and 

Resource 

Implications 

Outcomes for Children Evaluation/ Review 

TLRs to work alongside other staff to 

improve indoor environments by 

creating: 
1) Role play, nature tables / wonder 

areas 

2) Independent areas with resources 

which facilitate open ended 

activities 

DHT and TLR s Ongoing but 

beginning in 

Autumn term 

Children have time to collaborate on creative, 

purposeful and ‘non-directed’ challenges, engage in role 

play and contribute to conversations/ activities 

involving high order thinking 

Following AHT/ADHT training with  -review of Awe & 

Wonder in Nov. - needs to be in it’s own right not to 

stimulate writing. 
Good use of new S&L descriptors & ICT in KS1 to 

support expected outcomes for oral rehearsal of writing 
*Feb - KS1 working on shared area to provide focussed 

stations with more rigorous outcomes expected 
*March - nature tables in KS1 and Y5  



 

 

 

Staff to provide well resourced creative 

areas (see above) which encourage 

purposeful free writing  

All staff Ongoing but 

beginning in 

Autumn term 

Children have opportunities and time to follow their 

own lines of enquiry / write about/discuss their own 

ideas and experiences 

*Nov learning walks - still some issues with 

independent areas (resourcing, time) - children need 

directing to them and then need time to continue ideas. 

Staff meeting discussion re: ‘free writing week’ 
*March - use of picture books across school to provide 

stimulus and structure 

All staff use children’s free writing to 

inform expectations and help judge 

levels 

All staff Ongoing Teacher/child assessments lead to purposeful/ accurate 

building of writing skills to ensure appropriate next 

steps for individuals 

Nov. moderation - free writing used but still need 

greater range of evidence - time in KS2 an issue 

To ensure every class has sufficient 

resources 
All staff Autumn Term 

£600 for all classes 
Children are able to develop their language and thinking 

by having access to quality relevant resources in role 

play/ writing etc areas 

Budget available - need for key boards for i pads in 

Y5/6 (request from boys) 
Issue of time to monitor resources 

To monitor boys use of the environment 

and adapt practise to increase productive 

engagement for boys 

All staff End of year Boys are given more challenging and engaging 

opportunities to practise and extend writing skills, they 

have clear guidance on using independent challenges 

and have expected outcomes for these challenges 

March - Work on writing stimuli began - learning walk 

showed lots of skills support but few ideas to stimulate 

writing  
Websites and other resources shared with staff re: 

stimulus of writing 

     

 

 

 

 

 

Other focus areas from staff consultation. 

1. Develop the use of It’s Learning for staff and children 

2. Use of Arbor system for data analysis etc 

3. Use of Google Docs for team planning, scrutiny and reflection 

 



 

 

 

Priority for the next two years: 

 

SIP priorities for 2017/2018 

1. 4a Partnerships with Parents/Carers and 4b Wider Partnerships - ref: also E4L Partnership with the School  (links to distributed leadership) 

2. E4L - Learning through enquiry - ref: Mark Burns ‘Teaching Backwards’  

3. Pupil Voice ref: also E4L 

 

SIP priorities for 2018/19 

1. Investigating Maths mastery (links to enquiry based learning) 

2. Promotion of diversity ref: also E4L Inclusion and Global Learning IOM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


